Contrast sensitivity in evaluation of visual impairment due to macular degeneration and optic nerve lesions.
Spatial contrast sensitivity was investigated in a group of 17 patients with macular degeneration or optic atrophy. It has been reported earlier that patients with optic atrophy may have reduced contrast sensitivity at low spatial frequencies without decrease of visual acuity, a phenomenon called 'hidden visual loss'. The present study shows that also the opposite may be true: patients with macular degeneration or optic atrophy may have greatly decreased visual acuity and yet normal or nearly normal contrast sensitivity at low spatial frequencies and reasonably good sensitivity at intermediate spatial frequencies. This phenomenon could be called 'hidden vision'. In normal individuals and many visually impaired patients the spatial contrast sensitivity at high and intermediate spatial frequencies is equal when measured using grating fields of different size. In patients with central scotoma due to macular degeneration or optic atrophy contrast sensitivity is dependent on the size of the grating field: the maximal contrast sensitivity is higher when larger grating fields are used. The size of the smallest grating field that is needed for normal contrast sensitivity values at low spatial frequencies is one measure of visual impairment in this group of patients. Another measure of the function of the eccentric viewing area is the grating acuity which may also vary as a function of the grating field size.